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Gaumont British Cameras have been busy filming events on 

the Home Front. 

Mr. Eraser, Prime Minister of liew Zealand, spent a full 

day inspecting various armed units in the southern counties and 

on the South East Coast. 

?tA1 
The party watched a demonstration of tanks and guns 

in action including the latest anti-tank devices. 

After this parade, Mr. Eraser had an informal chat'with 

several of the pilots at a neighbouring aerodrome, including 

Canadian, Czech and American Airmen all linked up together 

in their common determination to overthrow Hitler. 

THE '  
am# Free French in London remembered the Anniversary of 

the capture of the Bastille on July 14th, 1789. 

Detachments of the Free French irray^Navy end Air Force 

paraded in Whitehall. Admiral Muselier, representing General 

de Gaulle, laid his wreath at the foot of the Cenoteph 

OFFERING-
Later a Tlilij iliu (the significant 7 of victory, appeared on 

the Foch Memorial in Grosvenor Gardens. 
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Meanwhile, a great parade of Czech airmen somewhere in 

BritainV— The occasion was the first anniversary of the 

formation of Czechoslovakia's fighter squadron in this Country. 

Over and over again in this war, the *ir Force of our 

gallant ally has proved i t s |worth'in helping to bring do n 

from the sky the •»>«"! plague of Nazi locusts. As soon 

as their call comesv they \  re on the alert 'ready to go uxy at 

a moments notice 

At the end of a job well done, i t ' s  surely pleasant to be 

greeted by such a pal as this. And as a Hna]g W&WW to 

cosmopolitan panorama, we present pictures of an informal 

afternoon party' given by the ring and %ue,n at Buckingham Palace 

to the heads of Allied States established in Britain. Among# 

the distinguished guests were queen Larie of Yugoslavia, the 

queen of the Netherlands^ M#@. Benes% Mine. Raczkie'wicz^the 

young King of Yugoslavia^ King Haakon of Norway, XX M.Raczkiewic 

the polish President, and Dr. Benes of Czechoslovakia. 
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'.That happier promise of victory-to-come than the welcome 

of our Fing and Q.ueen^to these brave men and women,- burdened 

with responsibili tes, yet with spirits unbroken "end heads held 

high? Z 


